WHY CHOOSE HONEYWELL?

Honeywell printers and Honeywell printer supplies are leaders in their field. When you combine the two, you experience a sum greater than its parts: printers and supplies are truly better together.

With over 300 raw materials to solve challenging applications, all confirmed compatible with Honeywell printers, we have the label and tag solution you require. Combine this with our wide range of Take From Stock products, global reach, and technical expertise, Honeywell is the only label and tag provider you will need.

Our fully-equipped on-site laboratory enables us to thoroughly evaluate material performance. We understand product performance and make product recommendations based on characteristics such as print quality, durability, adhesive performance, regulatory compliance, and environmental conditions.

MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES

Honeywell printers and supplies are optimized to deliver superior performance when used together. Our rigorous testing and co-engineering ensures maximum print head service life, consistent high print quality, and proven label and tag performance in demanding real-world environments. Our products and services are used by customers worldwide to improve the productivity, quality and responsiveness of their business operations.

PRINTING COMPETENCIES

- Front and back-side printing
- Up to eight colors using water-based inks designed for thermal printing
- Up to eight colors using UV-cured inks
- Up to seven colors using solvent-based inks
- Process printing for lifelike photographic images
- Hybrid Flexographic and Digital Printing
- On-press vision-inspection systems
- UL mark

FINISHING

- Core Sizes: 3/4” up to 4” (0.40” core for receipt)
- Take From Stock bundling of labels and ribbons
- Custom kitting of labels and ribbons
- Custom packaging services available upon request

PRODUCT COMPLIANCE

- UL, cUL recognized
- BS5609 (section 2 and 3)/IMDG Certified
- FDA 21 CFR 175.105
- MIL-STD 129 and 130
- MIL-PRF 61002
- RFID: ISO18000-6B and ISO18000-6C

MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

Honeywell commits to being on the leading edge of technology and science, developing and manufacturing products that meet the stringent requirements of real-world applications. Honeywell demonstrates this commitment by maintaining and utilizing an extensive range of industry-leading equipment to analyze and monitor product performance and quality.

Honeywell printers and supplies are co-engineered to provide exceptional performance. Our labs are equipped to conduct long term printer/supplies compatibility testing, including print head life and pre-print ink evaluation.

TECHNICAL SERVICES OFFERED

- Sample analysis and product recommendations
- UL and cUL approvals of new products
- Application-specific testing
- IMDS approvals
- UID approvals
- New material development
- BS5609/IMDG Certified
- RoHS certification documentation
- Free sample program (blank or thermal pre-printed)

TESTING PROVIDED IN OUR ON-SITE LAB

- ANSI Print Quality
- Image Durability
- Material Tensile properties
- Tear Strength
- Adhesive Characterization (Dynamic, Loop-tack, Static)
- Temperature and humidity exposure (-20°F to 405°F), (40% to 90% RH)
- Accelerated outdoor aging
- Chemical exposure